April Press Meeting Opens Millage Issue

Using an arrangement now to junior and senior high school members of the press - the press conference - Dr. Lawrence J., Jarvis, General Superintendent of Community Education, spoke to 13 reporters and editors April 29 as the opening of a campaign to maintain the operation and building of Flint's educational system throughout the next ten years.

The issue was an approaching election June 4 in which the Board of Education has requested public approval of a school tax rate (7.5 mills) for the years 1963-64. A tax rate of five mills was voted in 1961 for a 10-year span, and in 1963 the Flint public backed educational interests with an additional 2.5 mills rate to build a Northwest area high school, but now the 7.5 mills requested on the ballot June 4 is a continuation of the present tax rate and does not involve any increase for Flint tax payers.

Of the 7.5 mills, six mills will be used to maintain the present programs, 1 for building and additions and .5 mill for program improvements and modern classroom size reduction.

A brief presentation of the proposal by Dr. Jarvis opened the conference, and the 13 representatives were supplied with copies of the school board's resolution of intent and background information for the millage proposal.

Questions by the reporters followed, emphasizing certain points of the issue.

In response to a question concerning the opposition expected by the school board, Dr. Jarvis stated that he felt negative votes would be only on the part of individuals who were opposed to taxes in general and those chartered with the tax system as it is.

A negative vote, Dr. Jarvis stated, will result in July 1 the school board would be operating on a budget 25% less than at present.

The girls will practice every night after school until June, and meet once a week during the summer months. They will then resume practice in the fall.

Mills Odgers and Mrs. Jackson judged these aspirants for three cheer leaders: "Rhythm Yell," and "We've Got De Team." They selected next will be six varsity cheer leaders. General health, grades and personality were factors that entered into the final decision.
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November's graduating activities is May 25 senior dinner dance. On that evening, Ral- lenger Field House will take on the appearance of an under "Paradise Lost". Proceeding the dance is the dinner at 6:00 p.m. Program Chairman Dorr Johnson announced that Master of Ceremonies is Wendell Wellman.

Two Clubs Get Rules Shifts

Student Union President Dee Allen has announced the com- pletion of revising the various club charters. A committee was set up earlier to look into the school's club charters and constitutions and sift, out the older and clauses that had not been brought up to date.

All clubs still remain under the Student Union except those who had dissed themselves because they are inactive.

Latin Club and Forensic Club made the only major changes. Latin Club's purposes are theologic: to help tute those students who request ad- mission through a Latin and club's activities; and to promote under- standing between students of other languages.

All charters and constitu- tions will be ratified within the next month. The charters will serve for the next year.

Decorations will be handled by Diane Wohllben. Assistance will be given by club mem- bers, chairman of the hobby decorations. Holly and her committee will work on decorations depicting an island theme throughout.

The main room decorations will be handled by Theodore Alechman, who has planned wood carvings and woodcarved plaques for decora- tion.
Society Packages Students

Among the terrific capabilities that we Americans boast of today is our ability to package things. We package food and drugs as attractively as the producers of the packages. People will shortly be coming bright and shiny from our collegiate assembly lines.

Charles Brower, President, Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn, Inc., seems to think these assembly line talents as their looks, intelligence, coordination, or even personal qualities such as religious belief or nationality. As their looks, intelligence, coordination, or even personal qualities such as religious belief or nationality.

Whether graduates ascend from the assembly line with their looks, intelligence, coordination, or even personal qualities such as religious belief or nationality. As their looks, intelligence, coordination, or even personal qualities such as religious belief or nationality.

But they can tolerate slanderous names for such...
**Michigan State Sees Progress in Research**

Many times, in the course of daily existence, we take for granted the good things Americans are doing, for instance, like the state in which we live. This year 1963, Michigan inaugurates Michigan Week.

This marks the tenth consecutive year of this seven-day observance, and in every part of the state, in every field of endeavor, Michiganans are devoted to special attention and appreciation toward the heritage and future of our state, and the nation.

The special theme of this year is "Science and Research for Our Future." Organizations in various fields for scientific research and industrial progress are keynotes.

The great automotive industries do not turn out better cars, but inculcate development of other domestic, industrial wonders. Missile research is another of the many areas of creative progress. Besides this, hundreds of diversities are being served by many scientific research centers to promote a better life, and a more luxurious life, for Michigan and the nation.

Future high schools that are no means all of Michigan. Education, sciences, and research in all areas are thriving. Emphasis is strong on the joy of living, and the search for knowledge, as the dollar sign is driven toward the radio, journalism, auto mechanics, and nursing. These are rare in secondary schools. Great universities and colleges are prevalent. Wayne State, University of Detroit, Ferris Institute, Michigan Technological University, and Michigan State have several. The schools are dynamic as well as large. The University of Michigan, for instance, has one of the top-ranked law schools in the country.

Hence in the "Arrow Head" recognizes Michigan into the future 1963 for State. Help it progress, but above all, learn to enjoy it.

---

**Michigan Education Leads in Research**

**Education**

Education, the most priceless of all investments, is one of the major concerns of our generation. We need a new generation that will be able to direct the necessities of the entire nation, but we also have a responsibility for being educated in the research field of finding ways to advance education.

Michigan must continue its participation in school guidance and counseling programs under the National Defense Education Act. America's educational leaders have been trained in Michigan. These are just a few of the ways in which our state moves ahead, offering leadership and vast opportunities in the important process of education.

**State Keeps Pace With Space Race**

Michigan is keeping right in step with the space race and the space program in all its facets. Known to many as the land of the automobile, the world on wheels, and known during World War II as the Arsenal of Democracy, Michigan is now the birthplace of man in space. The Michigan State University's satellite is designed by the students of the technical school. The three principal car manufacturers in Michigan, Chrylser, Ford, and General Motors, have participated in vital programs.

Chrysler has the job of building the satellite with enough thrust to push the pile by push. Ansar is also expected to be the first step in the Saturn space program.

As Michigan scientists and researchers are boosting man in space, they are driven with enough thrust to push the pile by push. Ansar is also expected to be the first step in the Saturn space program.

**Flint Hosts Youth Festival For Talented Michiganders**

Flint will host the Michigan State Youth Festival May 23 at the FMA Auditorium and at the University of Flint. Thirty or more, talented youngsters from all over Michigan will take part in the festival.

Mrs. John H. Martin, of Greater Flint, has been named chairman of the 1963 Michigan Youth Festival. Mrs. Martin is associated with the Michigan State University, and is chairman of the planning committee of the festival which was the first of its kind.

At the morning of May 23, at 11 a.m., the DeWitts Arts and Science will be held in the auditorium. The festival will be open to all children of school age. The students will display the work of the many talented children, including student artists and an exhibit of marble plaque honors given persons who have made considerable donations to the cultural arts of the Commonwealth.

**Thespian Troupe Dines Out, Initiates Active New Members**

Thespian troupe 375 initiated 13 new members at their dinner last Wednesday evening at Broadmoor Restaurant.

Chosen because of their participation on and off stage of approximately 100 hours work were the following: Rishi Topolka, Sue Bryan, Sandy Estep, Luana Pollo, Andrea Tranusa, Dennis Mung, Barbara, Mary Foreman, Vida Fan, Jane Radenbaugh and Ward Palmer.

Reinventing their duties to the newly-elected officers were Jay Harvey, president; Beulah Comstock, vice-president, and Peggy Hyslop, secretary-treasurer.

May 25 the Thespians and the National Honor Society will attend the musical comedy "Of These I Sing" in East Lansing.

Jacqueline Kramer commented that there were no individual awards given this year because there were no plays. The Thespians are looking forward to years in the new auditorium and in the future, whether on or off stage, they will be still accumulated.

---
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Not Granted

I had a worthy ambition, but I needed his permission. I asked him if I might, and he said, "No—".

It's just not right.

I asked him why, and he said, "I don't know."

Years passed—I had another mistake, but I needed another man's permission. Before I'd change some most atrocious things. I asked him if I could, and he said, "No—".

If it's just not right.

I asked him why, and he replied, "I don't know."

"You ain't gonna work for me any more."

He never has a false or unkind word for you. He's my coach and a man I can trust.

His hairline draws back slowly, and his teeth go white.

When I look at these things in the over-all view, I really have an open mind.

If you can't work for me any more.

I let you go and stir up trouble.

I have a worthy ambition, but I needed his permission.

­-Ward McAllister

Football Coach

Each day when all my work in the classroom was finished, I asked the Training Quarters do I.

At every door good friends of mine were met.

Usually in shorts and walking under the sun's glare.

The majority of these guys are on their own.

For they're members of Flint Central's team.

The coaches who instruct us on each date are honored as the best in the entire state. Not one can be acclaimed as being granted.

But those who stand out from all the rest.

Not so much for his coaching talents or athletic ability.

As for the spirit he gives to his team.

In training room and field he is both coach and friend.

He never has a false or unkind word for you.

If you are injured, he's the best for miles.

To fix your wounds and send you off with smiles.

An expert in his art was he in his prime.

His physique drawn back slowly in the twilight of time.

In silence of strength and tall and bold.

A fact that often blocks a layman's heart.

From showing through to all within his presence.

His true and honest nature in every essence.

I would upload this man until the end.

Because he is my coach and a true friend.

Ode: To a Senior

It is with sentimental thoughts I leave.

Dear Central and fond memories between me.

The door behind me closes, and I grieve.

To bid farewell to friendships I did find.

The memories of chemistry and math.

The clubs, the choir, the football games, the cheers.

The day of interrogating the teachers' wrath.

Are cherished thoughts as graduation nears.

Yet each in turn must to himself confess;

The feeling withers to mournful unicorn dreams.

For those who seek honors of success,

The dinner and desolation gleans.

Prepared through homework, lessons, tests and strife,

I leave these halls to take my place in life.

­-Dan Mallis

Discovery

To those who have not known the voice of God:

There is not, nor heaven's far too away.

To meet Him now, and if it's hard to pray.

Approach Him in the dimness of the day.

Of reverence that life men have long sung prow.

For new, sinister ways; these roads of life.

Can lead them to the end—

To man-made strife.

Where numbers of clubs will shield the sunlit sky.

Perplexing grace is oft interred in the tomb.

The flower has turned to poison.

To meet God you must lift this shield.

And set aside your world until you know

That God, eternal, lived before the sky.

­-JAMES HARPER

His Tallness

Of all the friends that I have known,

You stand above the rest.

"Tis not that you're exception al—

My nose comes to your shoulder.

Your warm looms high up in the sky.

When you're in front of me.

It tells me your view of heaven too.

How tall you seem to be! I guess you're only six foot five.

A monster of a man.

How did you grow so tall?

I, too, want, if I can.

­-JAMES HARPER
Trio Opens IMA Dance

Flint area high school and college students will have the opportunity May 29 to take part in the first in a series of "Rhythm and Dance Sessions" at the I.M.A Auditorium. The Rooftop Singers will head the list of entertainment in a format which will include nationally known bands, singing groups and combos along with local talent. Music by the Rooftop Singers and top local combos will be continuous from 8:30 to 12:30 a.m. at the first dance. Admission to the "Rhythm and Dance Session" will be by tickets, $1.00 per person or $1.50 per couple. Sale of the tickets will take place at Central, Northern, Northwestern and Junior Colleges. The size of the turnout and the amount of student interest will determine whether the dances will be continued next year.

The Rooftop Singers

For a . . .

LOVELY CORSAGE

Thirll her with a corsage for the prom from
• Orchids • French Corsages
• Wrist • Shoulder

402 W. Court St. CE 5-0647

Pointe Beauty Academy

School Of Cosmetology

In selecting a school of cosmetology, consider seriously its curriculum. The effectiveness of the instruction depends upon the caliber of the instructor. Select carefully the teacher in whom you entrust the development of your mind and ability which are precious assets.

UNDER DIRECTION OF MR. CROW AND MR. MAYNARD

423 Detroit Street Ph. CE 3-0554

Trading Post

School Unveils Mascot

Compiled By Maureen Taylor

Madison High School's mascot will be continuous from May 10 to take part in the "Rhythm and Dance Sessions" at the I.M.A. Auditorium. The Rooftop Singers will head the list of entertainment in a format which will include nationally known bands, singing groups and combos along with local talent. Music by the Rooftop Singers and top local combos will be continuous from 8:30 to 12:30 a.m. at the first dance. Admission to the "Rhythm and Dance Session" will be by tickets, $1.00 per person or $1.50 per couple. Sale of the tickets will take place at Central, Northern, Northwestern and Junior Colleges. The size of the turnout and the amount of student interest will determine whether the dances will be continued next year.
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In Defense of the Glove
By Wendell Wellman

In an age when speed is all important, modern sports enthusiasts claim that baseball is slow, boring and has fallen behind the times.

Football or basketball, they claim, has replaced the diamond game as our national pastime. Granted, these sports grow steadily in popularity. But has baseball been forgotten? Let's examine this game of the hard ball and the Louisville Slugger.

It would be foolish to say that baseball has no moments of action. A switch of teams between innings, a manager's conference and warming up all constitute a period without action.

However, if a fan is absorbed in a game, these things will be just a part of the overall drama. Indeed baseball hasn't fallen behind the times. It is as sudden as a missile. It's the game of the unexpected. The entire course of a game can be changed within a matter of seconds. This isn't so with football or basketball where a team must chop down a lead. In baseball, a dropped ball are pulled muscles, tense situations, green grass, stolen bases occurred. A Kansas City Athletics hurler worked six Innings and a father's pride. Indeed, baseball is still our national game.

Tennis Coach Wants Return to Old Form
With the regional tournament one week away, Central's tennis boys must snap out of a depresssing slump. Expected to be the favorites, they now are underdogs, to Southwestern.

Looking to the tournament, Coach Stan Gooch commented, "Success will depend upon our lettermen being ready after a slump of late. If we get top form and play normal performances in them, we'll have a good chance."

Certainly some of the boys haven't been at their peaks in the past few matches. Number one man Jim Lau has only an average record of three wins and three losses. His current slump caused him to lose both city matches against North ern's and Southwestern's number one man. Jim has great potential, though, and could erupt in the regionals.

Bob Hylte is the only man of the first three singles stalwarts that remains consistent. Bob has won five out of his seven matches this season, and lost two to me.

In the doubles, Central has received a pleasant surprise from that intellectual two-some, Mike Giraldone and Gary LaBonte. Giraldone didn't play in the first two meets. Since teaming with LaBonte, the netters have won three out of four. This has helped the unexpected strength for Gooch and could prove a boon in the regionals.

The regional tournament will take place here at Central May 24-25. The boys will be competing for championship honors and the right to vie for state honors. South western must be classified the favorites.

Coach Gooch is optimistic about Central's chances. He sighted the vast improvement of sophomores Greg Williams and Steve Shaver. "He's come along and is the best of the sophomores. He's steady." Coach Gooch hopes, of course, for top form from his lettermen and his doubles, also.

Gooch cautioned, however, "A lot depends on how the other teams stack their players. They could put their best men in doubles combinations." A win in the "firsts" for victory. However, the boys must break slumps sometime, and the regionals are the time to do it.

J V Diamond Nine Seeks Tighter Pitching, Defense
Indian JV's won a dramatic victory and, at the same time, hinted possible future problems for coach Bob Leach. The problems concern pitching and defense.

In their fourth game against St. John, the JV's were down six to two with two outs in the final inning. It looked as if all were lost. The "Little Indians," however, laced several key hits and bunched to gether five big runs. They tri umphed during the next seven to six, with Steve Shaver hitting the winning blow.

This victory was the third in four games. However, the fine record is dampened some by the current pitching problems. In the first four games the pitch ing staff has allowed almost five runs per contest. This is too high an average for victories to come easily. The defense has had no real outstanding. In the big victory over St. John, Central glo vemen committed eight errors. Certainly the JV's have problems to solve, but, at the same time, they have many strong points. Their record of three-one is good. Bob Hearn shows promise of becoming a fine young pitcher and a strong batter. Bob Hylte also has an excellent array of solid hitters.

Steve Shaver shows promise with the bat. In the loss to Southwestern, Steve lead the team with two hits in three trips. Of course, he delivered the winning blow in the St. John victory.

Tom Pen, rated a solid second baseman, has also been a good hitter. Tom had two hits in the Portiac game and a booming double in the St. John victory.

Russelleford Crawford and Albert Edwards are both possible "power" boys. Russelleford had a great day in the opener, collecting three hits. Albert, on the other hand, was two for two against St. John.

Bob Hearn, as mentioned before, can also belt the ball. Big Bob has a lot of power and he hit three safeties in the opener. In the big game against St. John Vlannay, Bob came through in a pinchhitting situation.

Hence Coach Leach has both points of pride and problems to solve. He, first, must find pitching support for Hearn. Possibly John stal, who pitched in the St. John game, can do the job. If he can solve the problems, the JV's can be a really fine ball club.

Atlas Valley Plays Host To Regional
Today Central's linksters meet at Atlas Valley Golf and Country Club in the Regional which will decide the one qualifying for the State meet on May 25.

Out of the 17 schools competing in the Regional, the three top schools will go on to the State meet.

Central has qualified for the State meet since 1956, and in 1961 our linksters won the Regional.

Four men will lead Central in the Regional golf tourney. They are medalist Bill Ivens in the number one position, Dennis Bedford, who recently has put forth many good performances, in second spot and Bruce Monroe in third.

At the moment outstanding sophomores on the team tying for the fourth position are Carl Stevezen and Dave White. These linkies are also join ing the varsity, with senior Gary HesseI and Terry Powers, all of whom are winning a splendid job on the course.

Our chances to qualify for the State in the line-up are fair at best, although according to Coach Allie, the boys could come into their own at any time. He hopes that this coming out period will be today.

Corsages
for the Prom
Attractively Styled for Wrist, Shoulder, Waist
FLINTS FINEST FLOWERS FOR OVER 40 YEARS

728 Garland St.
CE 2-7444

Place your order now for the Prom

Complete suit and pleated tuxedo shirt, bow tie, handkerchief and cummerbund.

GENE'S TUXEDO RENTAL
2230 DAVISON RD.
CE 8-3281

$10.00

White Dinner Jackets, Colored Dinner Jackets

Buckingham's
Third Floor

Fellows!
Get a running start on summer
in our new
WALK SHORTS

A fellow needs a whole wardrobe of walk shorts. Wear them for tennis and golf, beach and barbecue, picnics and chores about the house. Better choose early!

Student Hall
Buckingham's

CAPITOL THEATRE
STARTING TODAY
MARIAN BRANDO
in 'that hasty power" a
in the most explosive adventure
of this season

MARY LOUISE AMERICAN
Superior COLOR

SABRE CHURCH CHAPEL FUNERAL HOME
Jeffes Leads Fitness Pace

How physically fit are you? Testing concluded in Central gym classes reveal that Central's students are three times as healthy as they were in 1961. The tests, which are part of President Kennedy's Physical Fitness Program, revealed that as a whole the male students of Central are above average in stomach and leg development, but need work on strengthening shoulder muscles.

Physical education instructor Joe Dowdy said, "As 1961, we qualified only 53 boys for healthy events, but with a total class enrollment of over 250 there is still room for improvement."

The tests consist of seven events, the 50-yard dash, the 600-yard walk-run, the softball throw, the shuttle-run, the standing broad jump, and sit-ups and pull-ups. The tests are graded according to age and percentile rankings.

Of the 162 boys, 134 passed the tests with a ranking of 50% or better in the seven events. Twenty-eight more had a ranking of over 85% for their tests.

All of these boys will receive a certificate from the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER) for their fine work.

Junior Mike Jeffes was acknowledged as the most physically fit boy in Central this year for his high scores in the tests. Jeffes scored 100% in the 600-yard walk (1:25 seconds), and the 50-yard dash with a 5.5-second clocking in the 50-yard dash and a 55.5-foot hurl in the softball throw.

Mile Relay Team Bolsters Indian Cinder Contingent

One of the more exciting track events has particular interest for track fans. The mile relay, consisting of four boys running the clock as well as their opponents, has provided quite a few thrills this spring.

The tribe relay contingent heads into tomorrow's Regional meeting at Saginaw, undefeated except for a disqualification on an exchange when they were assured of victory. Added to their laurels is the fact that they hold the state's last time of 3:28.6 which they have done twice.

The four-man contingent is made up of three seniors, Marlon Hoey, Neal Patterson and Sherm Wallace and sophomore Bruce Lloyd.

Loys handles the leadoff spot. His fine sprinting speed is designed to get the team off to a good start which the other three hope to maintain.

Number two Marlon Hoey's strongest assets are his fine speed coupled with his ability to pace himself. His job is to catch up if the team falls behind or keep the lead if they have it.

Sherm Wallace, second team All Valley halfback, handles the third position. Coach Carl Kreiger commented, "Sherman has done a great job for us after shaving off last year's leg injury."

Neal Patterson, better known for his excellence in the 800, handles fourth position. The smooth-striding sprinter gives it all he has and is a vital member of the cast.

Kreiger said, "These boys have done a fine job maintaining the top excellence of Central's mile relay team which has been ranked number one going into the state meet for three years. With the Regional tomorrow and State meet a week later, look for a fine performance by the mile relay team."


---

"Happy People" DRINK
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Space Age Careers

R.E.T.S. can prepare you for an interesting and profitable future with the giants in the space race.

Training in all phases of electronics.

Part and Full Time Courses * Day and Evening Classes

FILL IN AND MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET AND COMPLETE INFORMATION OR PHONE R.E.T.S. ELECTRONICS SCHOOL

7409 N. SAGINAW ST., FLINT 5, MICH. PHONE SU 9-4000
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Trackmen Hope Regional Provides Key To Success

By Joe Pencrock

Taking a five wire and one lost record into the regional track meet tomorrow at Saginaw, track mentor Carl Kreiger voices cautious optimism about the tribe's chances.

"Because we can only run two men in each event at the Regional, we will have to have peak performances from our boys," Kreiger commented.

Winners in the Regional qualify for the state track meet May 20 at Lansing. "You can see that the best will do if we want to have a chance for the state," said Kreiger.

If past performances can be a gauge, the tribe cindermon have the horses to pull off a regional crown.

Their main strength lies with valley champs Neal Patterson in the 800, Bruce Lloyd in the 440, and the state's top ranking mile relay team.

Other performers whom Kreiger will rely heavily on are sophomore George Hoey in the 100-yard dash and the 220-yard dash, Ernie Long in the high hurdles, Marvin Mabry in the low hurdles, and the 800-yard relay team of E. J. Williams, Marvin Mabry, James Riley and George Hoey.

Kreiger also is hoping that Barry Potter in the mile run, Ken Baker and Melvin Summers in the shot put and pole vaulters Hill and Joe Lee will come through with fine performances.

Kreiger felt that, "Lacey Jones in the broad jump has improved quite a bit and could surprise.

Kreiger also commented that, "the regional has 13 of the top Class A high schools in the state. In addition to the three Flint schools, a strong Ann Arbor contingent plus East Lansing, Monroe, Jack son and Flint Ainsworth will also be tough."

Standing up his strengths and weaknesses Kreiger looks for victories in the 440, and the 800, where Neal Patterson will rank as the favorite, and the mile relay event.

On the question mark side the Indians will have to have a strong effort in the broad jump, the pole vault where Billy Lee must conquer his in-consistency, and the shot put.

Kreiger finished by saying, "We have had a fine season thus far and by Saturday night we hope to qualify enough competitors for the State meet in hopes of finishing with a great season."

Although there are a lot of question marks, fierce competition such as the Tribe will encounter sometimes stirs athletes to greater heights than they know they could go.

Country Square

6378 Pierson Road

Fine Food - Banquet Facilities

Make Your Reservations for Prom Night — 659-6114
A round the Diamond
By Bill Hersey
THIS ISSUE: THE PITCHERS
If, as most high school mentors contend, a prep baseball squad is seventy-five to ninety-five per cent dependent on its pitching, Tim Bograkos, Central diamond coach, to use a pun, should be home safe.

Heading the Indian mound corps is 64-junior Jim Blight. In his 3-1 record to date this lanky chuckler has recorded 63 strikeouts while allowing only seven walks.

Another stalwart of the mound is senior Bob Langena. His excellent control and fine curve have been instrumental in his two victories without a defeat to date. They have been so effective that even the hickory stick-holders have been held scoreless in the moundman’s two starts.

As a sophomore, is an ex-question mark that has been answered for Don Olmstead. While the Indian pitching staff is probably seventy-five to ninety-five per cent dependent on its pitching, Tim Bograkos, Central diamond coach, to use a pun, should be home safe.

His jumping fastball and teasing curve have been instrumental in his two outings to date. While the Indian pitching has been superb in the 6-1 Red and Black record to date, the hitting has been spotty. For example in the Southwestern game that the Tribe lost, pitcher Blight struck out 17 batters only to lose the game when the other team scored 2 un-earned runs.

The pitching has been able to hold up the mediocrity-to-weak hitting, so far. Possibly, it could all year. Nevertheless, a little more punch at the plate would be a definite help as the Tribe turns into the stretch of this year’s season.

Baseballers Don Traveling Togs; Oppose Pontiac, Midland Squads

Reverge will be uppermost in the minds of Pontiac Central baseballers when they entertain Flint Central in a double-header starting at 11:00 a.m. tomorrow.

In the first meeting of the two clubs May 2 it took a splendid no-hit effort by Tribe hurler Jim Blight to gain a 2-0 win for the Indians. It is hoped that Blight will not have to toil in these next Pontiac games, however.

Coach Tim Bograkos is planning tentatively on starting his two right-handed seniors, Bob Langena and Don Olmstead. Speaking on the upcoming Pontiac title, mentor Bograkos commented, “When it takes a no -hitter to win a 2-0 ball game against a team, you can not afford to take that lightly. We’re wary of the Chicks.”

Just because Blight is not being used in the Pontiac twin-skle doesn’t mean that the shaky pitcher is being turned out to pasture. Next Monday Central will travel to Midland for a 4 p.m. game and once again Blight will be on the mound.

While the Indian pitching has been superb in the 6-1 Red and Black record to date, the hitting has been spotty. For example in the Southwestern game that the Tribe lost, pitcher Blight struck out 17 batters only to lose the game when the other team scored 2 un-earned runs.

The pitching has been able to hold up the mediocrity-to-weak hitting, so far. Possibly, it could all year. Nevertheless, a little more punch at the plate would be a definite help as the Tribe turns into the stretch of this year’s season.

School Ends: Matters Toll
With the summer season comes the beginning of Central’s summer wrestling program, which, if participated in will bring many hours of satisfying grappling to future and present Central wrestlers.

The elementary mat program was started four years ago at Pierce School and has been a success since.

As it is, 11 elementary schools are planning participation and 180 boys are expected to turn out for two-hour, once-a-week practices starting the week of June 24 and running to August 1.

Practices for junior and senior highschool boys will also be on the same schedule.

Elementary and junior high practices are coached by Central wrestling team members. With Tom Buckles, Bill Hersey and Dick Madaras being the guiding lights.

This year’s program will be extended to many different meets and tournaments composed of the Junior Olympics, Junior Amateur Athletic Union championship and two district meets.

Wrestling Coach Dean Ludwig stated, “Work done during the summer months by our boys could decide the outcome of the regulation season in the forthcoming years.”

With this activity in mind, he urges all boys interested to participate in the summer wrestling program this year.

Graduation Corsages
Beautifully Styled
by
Ritter’s Flowers

Phones—CE 3-3001 CE 3-3021
1804 Lewis Pl. Cor. Davison Rd.

Order Your Party Ice Cream NOW! No order too large or too small

2009 Corunna Rd. Phone CE 3-4496

Seniors! Juniors! Sophomores! Going to the PROM?

TUXEDO SHOP Is At Your Service
“Your Sole Specialty Is Formal Wear”

You Can Be Completely Fitted

RENTALS START AT $7.50

REGULAR—White coat, tuxedo, tie, hankerchief, shirt, jewelry, suspenders and cummerbund—$10.00

PLAID JACKETS—Maroon, Grey, Blue—Complete $13.50

FITS TUXEDOS—$11.00 complete

PLAID TUXEDOS—Blue and Red Available—$12.50 complete

All Sizes In After Six Formal Wear In Stock...STILL—No Deposit Held

So Let’s All Go to the
TUXEDO SHOP
EXCLUSIVE FORMAL WEAR

3530 S. SAGINAW ST., CE 1875 (Across from Applegate Used Car Lot)
STORE HOURS—Monday thru Saturday 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. or evenings by appointment

New Location

NEUMODE
HOSIERY SHOPS

525 S. Saginaw
Flint, Michigan